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OPAL-RT’s 16th annual conference on real-time simulation will take place in the vibrant city
of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil on September 19th. RT24 will feature a range of hands-on
workshops, keynote, and technical sessions covering a wide range of topics including
power systems, energy conversion, eMobility, and more.

The conference will also offer a unique opportunity for attendees to network and socialize
with their peers, see cutting-edge demonstrations, and learn from industry leaders. It will
provide attendees with the knowledge, skills, and connections they need to advance their
careers and stay up-to-date with the latest advancements in real-time simulation.

The slogan "Electrifying the World Beyond Real Time" reflects the essence of RT24's
commitment to fostering an environment that encourages innovation and that will help the
world build better and more sustainable solutions. Whether you're an expert or a newcomer
to the field of real-time simulation, RT24 is the perfect conference to take your ideas to the
next level and energize your career.

ELECTRIFYING THE
WORLD BEYOND
REAL TIME.

ABOUT RT24



WHO
SHOULD
ATTEND?

Microgrid
Digital Twins
Protection Relay
WAMPAC
Cybersecurity

RT24 welcomes anyone who has an interest
in the role of Real-Time Simulation in the
design and validation of electrical, power
electronics, and mechanical systems found
in today’s power systems, vehicles, aircraft,
and industrial manufacturing facilities.

POWER SYSTEMS

P-HIL
Converters
Renewables
MMC

POWER
ELECTRONICS

HEV and EV
Battery
Chargers
ADAS

AUTOMOTIVE

MEA
Test and Validation

AEROSPACE &
DEFENCE

www.opal-rt.com/RT24/

https://www.opal-rt.com/rt24/


SPONSORS
VISIBILITY

STAY UP-TO-DATE ON
INDUSTRY TRENDS

In the last five years, OPAL-RT has drawn a very large
crowd to its seminars.

GENERATE LEADS

Network with professionals, academics, researchers,
and students from around the world who share an
interest for the very latest developments in real-time
simulation. 

NETWORK WITH A HIGHLY
QUALIFIED AUDIENCE

Becoming an RT24 sponsor is a perfect way to increase
brand awareness for your organization and promote
your products.

INCREASE BRAND AWARENESS

Discover our latest technological innovations and concrete
applications. Be part of the user community; discuss and
exchange best practices.

OUR PREVIOUS RT EVENT
+550 Attendees  |  +80 Speakers  |  +6000 Virtual Attendees



Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro
Auditório CT2
R. Moniz de Aragão, 1070 - Cidade Universitária, Rio de Janeiro - RJ, 21941-914, Brésill

The Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ) stands as a beacon of
academic excellence in Brazil, renowned for its cutting-edge research and
vibrant intellectual atmosphere. Choosing UFRJ for our conference promises
an enriching experience for attendees, blending academic rigor with the
enchanting allure of one of Brazil's most iconic cities.

LOCATION

SOME OF OUR PREVIOUS SPONSORS



PROGRAM 
AT A GLANCE

Explore the latest trends and innovations in Real-Time Simulation
for Power Systems.

Join us for RT24, OPAL-RT's Regional Conference, as we delve
into the forefront of real-time simulation technologies and

applications. This year, our conference will focus on the following
key subjects:

Converter- Based Energy Resource
Cybersecurity
Distribution
FACTS & HVDC
Microgrid
Substation
Transmission

Stay tuned for our detailed agenda, coming soon!
Don't miss this opportunity to connect with industry experts,

explore cutting-edge solutions, and stay ahead of the curve in
real-time simulation!



OUR
PACKAGES

Complementary registration
Reception at Rio Scenario

Digital Exposure

Full Attendee List
Access

Power in Mind
Magazine Feature

Presentation Slot

Exhibit Table

Print visibility

Welcome Reception
Hosting

GOLD

BRL 5000

3

SILVER

BRL 3000

2

BRONZE

BRL 2000

1



OUR
PACKAGES

Complimentary
registration

Receive discount codes for complimentary registration for Reception at Rio
Scenario.

Digital Exposure Your logo will be featured in RT24 communications on our website and across
our social media platforms.

Full Attendee List
Access Gain access to the complete list of attendees within the week following RT24.

Power in Mind
Magazine Feature

Highlight your company/subject with a dedicated page in our Power in Mind
magazine, available in both printed and digital formats.

 Presentation Slot Enjoy a dedicated half-hour slot during this RT24 Brazil Edition to introduce
your company and your latest innovations.

Exhibit Table A dedicated table will be provided outside the main conference room for your
company.

Print visibility Your logo will be featured in our RT24 communications, including specific
brochures, gifts items in attendee bags, and more.

Welcome Reception
Hosting Host the Welcome Reception (Breakfast or Lunch) at RT24.



BECOME A SPONSOR
Please scan the code or click on the link below and fill out
the form to submit your request to become a sponsor. 

www.opal-rt.com/rt24-become a sponsor/

https://www.opal-rt.com/rt24-brazil-become-a-sponsor/
https://www.opal-rt.com/rt24-brazil-become-a-sponsor/

